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art

privileged to share with students
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assembled during the past

Woolworth

B.

College

six years

Maine and

of Winthrop,

New

collection of

Norman

by Mr. and Mrs.

York
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We

are

grateful for their enthusiastic interest in the art of our country,

most

and

for

their generosity in lending their pictures to us.
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lies

a

and imperfections. The

profound understanding of the collectors that Quality in

in the

sum

distinction of a fine personal collection often

of

qualities;

discriminating

the

recognize

individual

art is

excellences

within a period, a genre, an oeuvre, or in a single picture. Sensitivity to

unique and separate
is

particularly necessary for a vivid response to

legacy

comprehends

American

technical

and cultural

situations that perceptive flexibility

training,

extraordinarily

American

rich

of

fruits

varied

is

a sine qua

non

of intel-

collection displays this sensitivity

and

for the visitor a true cross-section of the

nineteenth

and

early

twentieth

century

painting.

This show suggests,
America.

pictorial

such wide-ranging geographic, economic

The Woolworth

and thereby provides

flexibility

Our

art.

diverse a group of points of view, such

so

amounts of

ligent appreciation.

brushwork, and so on,

sorts of vision, color, design,

It

for

includes a fine

example, the course of landscape painting in

work by Joshua Shaw,

the English artist

whose

1830 exhibition in Philadelphia marked the coming of age of landscape
painting in this country.
strates the

dition

Somewhat dry and

degree to which a

man

precisely handled,

trained in the rhetorical

(William Dunlap, the chronicler of early American

writes in his diary of

Shaw

as a

it

demon-

European
art

and

tra-

artists,

'conceited English blockhead'), could

adapt himself to the American taste for

specificity

and

clarity.

From

this

may watch

beginning we
our

own

great

New World

West

the development of native landscapists who, in

Moran), and

(Bierstadt,

more

in

exotic parts of the

(Church), transformed an inherently wild nature into visions

of romantic grandeur; while in

New

Martin Johnson Heade infused

England Kensett, FitzHugh Lane, and

literally

rendered scenes with a cautious

Concurrently, and again well-illustrated here, there emerged a

affection.

characteristic

American genre painting

in

which increasingly men

are

properly and fully engaged in and by the vast land (Durrie, Bingham),

un-European freshness of nature (Johnson, Homer).

or simply enjoying an

The

varied interests of Americans are revealed by Russell's study of

Indians hunting buffalo, part of the scientific recording of this dying society
for

which George Catlin

is

perhaps better known.

- records of individual

fathers with portraits

The long concern
-

personalities

of our

illustrated

is

by Rembrandt Peale's extraordinary painting of his brother; and the
ing influences of European styles on American artists

and Mary

Sargent's fluid study,

Harrison".

The impact

is

shift-

demonstrated by

Cassatt's Degas-touched "Portrait of Mrs.

of Impressionism

on

this

country

may

be seen in

Childe Hassam's pastel and Gari Melchers' "Breakfast Table": American
devotion

to

the tangible

is

by George Hall's "Grapes."

between picture and

reality

displayed by James Peale's

The
in

still

life,

and

later

fascination of obscuring the dividing line

Peto and Harnett

is

revealed in Haberle

with the humor of a visual joke.

In the high quality of these paintings, their concern with craftsmanship, their

of

the

animation and variety,

we

are permitted to retrieve something

wonderful excitement of the burgeoning new nation on whose

achievements our

own

generation

rests.
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